August 6 –
Wow, it’s Saturday already and time for our final trek home. We had a quick breakfast in the hotel but
I’m told the coffee was nothing to write home about, so we made a quick visit to the Starbucks. And of
course, ran into William, Rod and Joe (Kay’s husband), so chatted a quick visit as they shared their
leftover donuts with us. Hey guys, they were good donuts.
I took the first leg of the trip as getting closer to home meant more finesse than I’ve acquired yet in
backing up with the trailer. Again, Pastor Dave and I got to the chat some ideas for the church as we
heard snoring coming from the back. Before we left Virginia, we wanted to make sure we got the
benefit of the under $4 gas price, so last exit in VA we got off and filled the tank at $3.97 a gallon.
Back on the road, nothing exciting (thankfully) as we passed through West Virginia and Maryland. We
stopped at the Newville rest stop for a bathroom break and for Pastor Dave to show his finesse in
backing up the trailer. You see, he and I had plotted during their morning nap to stop at Adventure
Sports in Hershey for the rubber match of go carting.
I’ll just say I81 was running pretty slow, so we finally got off at the exit for 39 to begin our trek to
Adventure Sports. Vickie is in the back seat and says hey we’re in Hershey. Yep, taking the scenic way
home. We go out 743 and only when we pull in Adventure Sports parking lot did it click for her that we
were here for the rubber match. I’ll have to let the two of them tell how that part of the story ends
tomorrow. I’ll just share a picture of how the race started

As we leave Adventure Sports we finish our reminiscing of this year’s trip and finish our ideas of how we
can do things differently next year. Look for us to have a planning session later this year or early next
year.
We do our final gas visit at Sheetz , yep our third for the day, and head back to the house to unload the
trailer between my garage and house . We say our final goodbyes and head our separate ways.

The final miles travelled 1,357.3. The states we missed seeing, Montana, North Dakota, Rhode Island
and Wyoming. Was the 110 degree heat index and the miles travelled worth our time and effort.
Seeing the difference between Ms Sandy between Monday and Thursday tells us that was a solid yes.
While we missed having others that couldn’t make it this year with us (hoping things work out next
year), it still was a memorable trip.
Thanks to all for your thoughts, your prayers and your well wishes. Signing off for this year, but we will
try to work in a mission Sunday for us to be able to tell some stories and share some pictures.
August 5 –
My apologies for not doing a blog posting on Friday. Our wifi at the hotel was weak and frustrating so it
got passed by.
Our day on Friday started early. We were to be in Woodstock, VA by 5:45 for dinner and we wanted to
be checked in at the hotel before heading for dinner. So our alarms started going off at 6:15. A travel
day and we were making omelets but they were made quickly. We also packed our lunches so we could
cut down on some time and eat at a rest stop.
We were packed and ready to pull out by 7:45. We said our goodbyes to Pastor John and he wanted to
make sure we’d be back next year. Ok all in the truck? ALVIN. Ok, now we have everyone in the truck
and pulling out by 8:00. We needed to stop for gas. We couldn’t pass up the $4.04 price so we filled up.
Ok, everyone has their snacks, their drinks, has gone to the bathroom and we have gas. Off we go and
we said goodbye to Wrightsville Beach. Yep, Pastor Dave and I got to keep each other company for the
morning as the motley threesome in the back caught up on their sleep. Another bathroom break and
gas break (can’t pass by $3.87) before we said goodbye to North Carolina.
We stopped at the Virginia welcome center for a quick lunch and back on the road. Hey what was that
plate….yes it was an extra bonus year….there went Alaska. It is rare that we get both Hawaii and Alaska
but this year we did.
The afternoon drive was somewhat boring. Pastor Dave was thrilled that it was his turn to drive when
we hit Richmond. Somewhat moderate traffic but we came out fine on I64 West. Ok, back to chatting
we went. We stop at a rest area about 2/3 across I64 for bathroom and switch drivers. I’m back to
driving when we look ahead and yep, wait…..thunderstorms. Ok, we are getting a little low on gas for us
heading into thunderstorms so we get off at Waynesboro, VA to get gas. In case you were counting,
yep, that was number 3 gas stop of the day.
Upon leaving the pumps, our friend Google had us take a tour of Waynesboro. I liked that because it got
us around an accident on I81 North. Yippee for that. We now get onto I81 for our 60 mile trek
northward to Woodstock. And the sky opened up for the thunderstorm. It wasn’t like the ones we hit
going down on Sunday. While this was heavy rain, it wasn’t gully rushing heavy rain. We get to the
Hampton Inn (thanks Melissa and William for taking care of that) and it was still raining. But that was
ok, we actually arrived a little ahead of schedule….4:10. That gave us time to check in and unwind from
the 425 mile drive.

William was picking us up so we didn’t need to unhitch the trailer. Yep, we knew that so we packed our
gear in the truck bed (covered of course) and all the valuables in the locked trailer. Our chauffeur picked
us up at 5:30 for a nice dinner with some friends.

Starting on the bottom left is Rev Barbara Rhodes. Barbara and I go back to 1999 as she was then pastor
of Mt Calvary and St Pauls. To her left is Kay, a member of their mission committee. Flanking Vickie are
our hosts William and Melissa Andrews. To Melissa’s left are Rev Anne and her husband Rod. Anne is
the current pastor at St Paul’s. We spent time telling stories of our week, but also how we got started
doing mission work out of state.
After dinner and dessert, thanks ladies for all the food, we went back to our hotel to wind down from
the week. We had no desire to get going too early on Saturday so agreed to make it a late
breakfast….8:00.
August 4 –
Day 4 of working for Warm. Yep, one morning trip to see the sunrise was all we could muster this year
as the heat has definitely zapped our energy, so another lazy start to our day. This morning, we had
leftovers for breakfast. That is leftover pancakes, leftover sausage. Then we were off to the jobsite by
our normal arrival time of 8:45.

Drew was already there working underneath the house to figure out the plumbing for the whirlpool tub
that we were trying to remove from the house. He had gotten another 8 foot piece of deck board so
Vickie and I could finish the last piece of decking that needed to be removed. Meanwhile, the rest of the
team went into finish putting the ¼” piece of plywood down for the flooring to hover over.
When Vickie and I got done with the deck, Drew showed us how to get the flooring started. His goal for
the day was to finish the kitchen. Here we all are at work in the kitchen to get started

Yep, those are Vickie’s legs to the left and Al was taking the picture. This was about 10:00. We
continued through the day continuing to move the appliances around and the cabinets. By 2:00 here is
the finished kitchen

But don’t worry, we weren’t done early. As you see, Peg is in the laundry/pantry/whirlpool room as we
finally got the whirlpool tub removed. Now we were to remove the final supports that had it tied into
the walls. And of course, cleanup all the remaining insulation and mouse/rat poop. It was the place to
be to get dirty.
As we said our final goodbyes, Ms Sandy came out for the final group picture.

Drew is in the blue WARM shirt on the left. Ms Sandy was up front and right behind her is her son
Jessie. Having said our final goodbyes, we were off to go back home for some early showers.
Supper this evening will be leftovers from the week. After supper, it will be a time of walking down to
the beach, shell hunting and just sitting and reflecting on the week. It has definitely been a good week
working for WARM. Now we begin the process of packing this evening for our trip to Woodstock, VA.
Until tomorrow, stay safe and stay cool.
August 3 –
Day 3 of working for Warm. We had a lazy start to our day. We didn’t walk down for sunrise so we slept
in til 6:45 and believe me that was a welcome relief this morning. Breakfast this morning was French
toast. We left at our normal 8:15 to get to the site by 8:45. We saw a note on the door and were
concerned. We didn’t see Drew right away as he was around back so weren’t sure if we’d be able to
work today.
The note shared that Ms Sandra was back from the hospital and we were not going to see her today as
she was in her bedroom. That would be the updated bedroom that we just finished yesterday. Drew
shared that since she technically was home, we were allowed to work, so we went to our respective
areas. All five of us were going to be in the kitchen.
Vickie and I, or as we refer to ourselves as F&R Construction, were to remove and replace the
subflooring while J&S Flooring contractors (Pastor Dave, Al and Peg) were to start putting in the
plywood on top of the subflooring. Keep in mind this was not a huge kitchen and there is a lot in the
kitchen. But we made it work.
Here Vickie is finishing the install of our subflooring

Vickie and I were done by noon with our subflooring contract and we moved on to be a demolition team
as we are removing a whirlpool bath tub that was from a previous owner. We got as far as removing all
the wood support, cleaned out all the insulation, mouse/rat dirt and stopped when we got to the
plumbing part. That might be tomorrow.
Now back to the J&S Floor installers. They are about half way done installing the subflooring. What
makes their job hard is they need to keep moving things so they can work in an area. The other
challenge of their job is the kitchen is like a trapezoid. Both walls are on an angle so everything has to
be specialty cut.
Here is Alvin stapling in some of the plywood.

We ended our day a little early due to our supervisor feeling like Vickie and I did on Monday. He spent
the entire day on the roof installing a ridge vent. Today was a little cooler than yesterday. We think it
might have only been 94 today.
We got back in time to spend a bit of time just sitting and relaxing on the porch until Pastor Dave got to
visit with Ashley/Bruce and little Maverick. Ashley and Bruce are on vacation and only an hour away, so
they stopped by for a visit. Here the gang is

Thanks for Ashley and Bruce for stopping by and sharing some Maverick time with us.

Ok, I think that about sums up today. Yep, we did not make the beach today as we were too busy with
other stuff. Perhaps tomorrow. Until then stay safe and stay cool.
August 2 –
Day 2 of working for Warm. The day started early as we wanted to walk down to the beach to see the
morning sunrise. It’s interesting, sunrise in Lebanon was 6:08 and in Wrightsville Beach was 6:23. In any
case, we were all up at 6 AM for the walk down to the beach. We had to step it off as we not only had
to get to our beach access but walk the other side of the pier. But God doesn’t fail us with those
beautiful sunrises. Here is the sky at 6:22

The pic doesn’t do the sunrise justice.
As we all had things to do, we turned around and got back to the house. Breakfast this morning was
blueberry pancakes with turkey sausage. The one thing we always do on these trips is eat well. We
have cut down the lunch menu to just be sandwiches versus the salad/sandwich option. We were out
the door to head to our jobsite by 8:15.
Drew our jobsite supervisor was already at the jobsite when we arrived at 8:45. Vickie and I had the
deck to finish which consisted of two rows of boards. The rest headed to the bedroom/bathroom
combo as the goal for the day was to get her bedroom back to where she could sleep in her own bed

this evening. They also needed to install her toilet, finish the flooring and put quarter round at the
baseboard. I think it will best be explained how well the group did by showing a picture.

There are some minor items to do but for the most part you see her mattress is on her bed in the lower
right, the new flooring is complete in both the bedroom and the bathroom, her vanity is back in place
and the shower is ready. The toilet is behind the door.
When Vickie and I were done with the deck, we were moved inside. At first, we were going to demo a
room, but when Drew found we can hold our own in carpentry, we were moved to fixing some very bad
subflooring in the floor. How bad? If you stood by the stove, you had a pretty good chance of going
through it. At one point there was water damage from the roof. The roof has since been repaired and
now the internal damage needs to be replaced.
You would think it would be pretty simple job to pull up the subflooring, but we’re dealing with particle
board. And the particle board is around lower kitchen cabinets and the part I particularly liked….the 220
amp line for the stove. Drew said I could turn off the breaker if you really need it. No, that’s ok. We’ll
work around it.
Vickie and I got to play with a new toy in our tool repertoire, the oscillating saw. That thing is
WONDERFUL and a life saver when trying to get in corners. Here we are trying to find the joist so we’ll
have something to screw the new board into

What Vickie is standing on will all be pulled out tomorrow from the kitchen cabinet to the other kitchen
wall. Before we left, Ms Sandra and her son returned from an emergency doctor appointment. She
shared with us that her doctor would like for her to go to the emergency room as she has some urgent
health issues. Before she left, we prayed with her. If you can, please send up a prayer for Ms Sandra.
We finished a little early today so we decided to stop at one of our favorite yogurt/fruity drink places,
The Fuzzy Peach. Where else would you stop on a 94 degree day.
As we arrived home, it was still early, so Vickie and I went down to the beach while the rest began to
prep for supper. We came home with our bags of shells for different projects we have in mind. Supper
this evening were burgers on the grills and mac and cheese. As we ate, we reflected on the day.
After supper, it was a gorgeous evening. What better place to spend it but on the beach. We packed up
our beach chairs, thanks to Little Chapel for the chairs, and headed to the beach. We just sat there and
watched the waves, watched the drone, yes, the drone and talked. We ended our time on the beach by
having a service on the beach with Communion and then singing Kum Ba Yah.
As we came back to the house, we were greeted by Ralph senior, Ralph junior and Ralph the third. Who
is Ralph? Of course, Ralph the cockroach. It is a problem we have every year and unfortunately
something that no matter how much you spray, they just think they are God’s answer to scaring Vickie.
That’s ok, we all keep our shoes/slippers ready for the swat.

Ok, it’s been another long day, so I’ll be signing off for tonight. Til tomorrow, stay safe, stay cool.
August 1 –
Day 1 of working for Warm and just like Kid’s Kamp, the heat was on today. But more about that in a
bit. We were up early today. Nope, not for a walk to the beach to see the sunrise. Actually, we haven’t
been there yet as of Monday at 7:00 pm. We were up at 6 AM today so we could start breakfast at 6:30
and make our five lunches. We wanted to have breakfast by 7 AM.
Why so early when we only needed to be to the jobsite at 9 AM? We had important things to do this
morning. The Wrightsville Beach Farmer’s Market open for business at 8 AM and we wanted to get as
much fruits and vegetables local as possible. We were so on time for the market, we were leaving to
head back to the house at 8:03 AM. Yep, we divided and conquered at the market and brought home
some really good yellow corn for supper this evening.
Ok, now that we had the important shopping out of the way, it was time to head to our job site. We
headed to a part of Wilmington we haven’t seen before. We are working for Ms Sandra Smith. She is an
older woman that lives in her homes with her son Jessie. Neither have been able to keep up with the
home repairs, so the application was submitted to WARM and walla, here we are.
On today’s docket was repair a few deck boards and do flooring repairs. Ok, seemed pretty simple.
Vickie and I chose to do the repair of the deck boards while Pastor Dave, Al and Peg worked with Drew
(our WARM leader) in the bedroom on flooring. I will share the house is air conditioned. Why does that
make a difference? Today’s outdoor temperature was 98 with heat index obviously much higher.
As Vickie and I started on the ramp, we struggled to figure out what boards to keep as the deck is badly
in need of repair. We talked Drew into allowing us to tear off all the deck boards and repair some of the
joist boards.
Here is just a sample of our work

Notice our air conditioning. We have a carpet fan for air conditioning. We did talk Drew into getting us
a canopy for the afternoon so we could make it to 3:30 but at 3:30, Vickie and I were both dragging so
we have 3 rows of boards to finish it off.
In the house, the rest of the gang worked on bedroom flooring. Ms Sandra is in a wheelchair, so the wall
between her bedroom and bathroom was torn out by another group. We got to put in all vinyl plank
flooring in the bedroom. The hope was to get her back in her bed for tonight, but things ran a bit longer
than anticipated so hopefully tomorrow.
Here is some of their handy work

We finally got the go ahead to leave at 4:00 so we got home around 4:30. Supper was grilled chicken,
rice and corn on the cob. We grilled enough chicken so we can use for sandwiches and a later supper.
After we were done with supper, it was time for Vickie and Pastor Dave to avenge their go kart title. The
rules were simple, get out of the starting gates and whomever finished first won.

Remember I said the simple rule, get out of the starting gates. Note, Vickie and Pastor Dave are not
heading the same way on that one way street. Needless to say that race ended with Pastor Dave
winning. We’ll let Vickie share the results of the second race.
We had hoped to get down to the beach after the races but our evenings just aren’t long enough. We
do have plans to walk down to see the 6:23 sunrise. Hopefully that can happen because there is nothing
like watching the sun rise over the ocean.
Ok, I think you’re all up to date on Day 1. We’ll be back in touch then. Until then, stay cool and we’ll
“try” to do the same.
July 31 –
Welcome to the 2022 blog. This year’s crew is small due to a multitude of reasons. It consists of Kathy
Follett, Pastor Dave, Vickie Ristenbatt and Al/Peg Scholl. Our day today started early. Since the non
perishable shopping was completed earlier in the week, all the food was at Kathy’s house, so the crew
met there at 6 AM to pack the truck and the trailer for the drive to Wrightsville Beach, NC.
Once we were all packed, we headed to church to set the computer up for the live stream for church.
While Kathy worked with Todd, many thanks Todd, the ladies ran to Dunkin Donuts for coffee for
everyone. Having all of that done, we were now ready to begin our long journey. In theory, it is 575
miles between church and the Matthew House.
We left church at 7:15. The morning was moving along quite well. We even got to watch/listen to the
service as we drove through the remainder of PA, through Maryland/ West Virginia and got to

Winchester, VA. That’s where we left 81 to head our journey over to 95. Before we got too far down Rt
17, we stopped at Cracker Barrel for breakfast. That also was our first gas stop.
Back on the road, we were settled for a good afternoon ride….so we thought. That’s where we began
our trek of rain. It was kind of like an all day rain settled in. That was ok, but it slowed down traffic.
Instead of people buzzing at 75-80, it was more going at 60, at least when we were moving. We got to
see a car disabled along the road and the fire department at the scene of an accident where the car was
on its roof.
Somewhere around the 3:00 hour we needed to stop for a stretch break, bathroom break and gas. The
first place we stopped, there was really no bathroom. While we were pumping gas, we met a
gentleman with a boat so started up a conversation. As we finished our pumping, we had a couple
dollars left on our pump and I was not going back in to get that change so I asked him if his boat could
use some gas. He looked at us like we were crazy and then saw our shirts. He said you’re serious aren’t
you and Pastor Dave and I said yes we are, so he backed his boat close to our pump and we continued
our conversation while we finished pumping the gas.
We headed down the road a little and found our bathroom and phew, we were back on the road. As we
kept going down the road, the intensity of the rain began to intensify. Pastor Dave looked at his phone
and yep, the radar was quite lit up with storms. Til we were done, we drove through 3 thunderstorms. I
will say the trailer has had a pretty good bath. We do need to look because somewhere we have a leak
in the roof but we may not have closed the vent tight.
Between the two accidents, the 300 miles of rain and the 3 thunderstorms, we were running about an
hour behind schedule. We finally did arrive in Wrightsville Beach at 7:00. After eating supper of subs
that we brought along, we divided and conquered. Vickie and Al unpacked all we had brought along, PD
went for gas for the third time today and Peg and I went grocery shopping.
It was a good day even despite all the weather. We had a lot of fun telling stories and bantering in the
truck on the way down. We finished the evening sitting out on our front porch watching those on the
intracoastal waterway go by. As I finish this, I’m going to go sit out with them for a few minutes and
then call it a night because tomorrow is a very busy day.
Thanks to all for your prayers for safe travel. Signing off for today.

